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In today’s Internet we see an increasing deployment of mid-
dleboxes. While middleboxes provide in-network functional-
ity that is necessary to keep networks manageable and eco-
nomically viable, any packet mangling – whether essential
for the needed functionality or accidental as an unwanted
side effect – makes it more and more difficult to deploy
new protocols or extensions of existing protocols. For the
evolution of the protocol stack, it is important to know
which network impairments exist and potentially need to
be worked around. While classical network measurement
tools are often focused on absolute performance values, we
present a new measurement tool, called PATHspider that
performs A/B testing between two different protocols or dif-
ferent protocol extensions to perform controlled experiments
of protocol-dependent connectivity problems as well as dif-
ferential treatment. PATHspider is a framework for per-
forming and analyzing these measurements, while the actual
A/B test can be easily customized. This paper describes the
basic design approach and architecture of PATHspider and
gives guidance how to use and customize it.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Network operators increasingly rely on in-network func-
tionality to make their networks manageable and economi-
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cally viable. These middleboxes make the end-to-end path
for traffic more opaque by making assumptions about the
traffic passing through them. This has led to an ossification
of the Internet protocol stack: new protocols and extensions
can be difficult to deploy when middleboxes do not under-
stand them [8]. This paper presents a new software measure-
ment tool, PATHspider, for active measurement of Internet
path transparency to transport protocols and transport pro-
tocol extensions, to generate raw data at scale to determine
the size and shape of this problem.
The A/B testing measurement methodology used by PATH-
spider is simple: We perform connections from a set of ob-
servation points to a set of measurement targets using two
configurations. A baseline configuration (A), usually a TCP
connection using kernel default and no extensions, tests ba-
sic connectivity. These connections are compared to the
experimental configuration (B), which uses a different trans-
port protocol or set of TCP extensions. These connections
are made as simultaneously as possible, to reduce the impact
of transient network changes.
PATHspider is a generalized version of the ecnspider tool,
used in previous studies to probe the paths from multi-
ple vantage points to web-servers [14] and to peer-to-peer
clients [7] for failures negotiating Explicit Congestion Noti-
fication (ECN) [10] in TCP.
As a generalized tool for controlled experimental A/B
testing of path impairment, PATHspider fills a gap in the
existing Internet active measurement software ecosystem.
Existing active measurement platforms, such as RIPE At-
las [11], OONI [5], or Netalyzr [9], were built to measure ab-
solute performance and connectivity between a pair of end-
points under certain conditions. The results obtainable from
each of these can of course be compared to each other to sim-
ulate A/B testing. However, the measurement data obtained
from these platforms provide a less controlled view than can
be achieved with PATHspider given coarser scheduling of
measurements in each state.
In this paper we present the design approach and archi-
tecture of PATHspider. Source code and documentation for
PATHspider is available at
https://pathspider.mami-project.eu/
PATHspider as a tool is still work-in-progess. However, we
are currently using it to test the deployment and deployabil-
ity of different transport protocols and TCP extensions on
















Figure 1: Block diagram illustrating control flow and
flow of data between PATHspider components.
TCP[6], UDP options[12] and UDP with zero checksum[4].
To collect these kind of measurement data at scale, we are
currently deploying PATHspider on existing measurement
testbeds such as CAIDA Ark and MONROE.
Given PATHspider ’s modular design and implementation
in Python, plugins to perform measurements for any trans-
port protocol or extension are easy to build and can take
advantage of the rich Python library ecosystem, including
high-level application libraries, low-level socket interfaces,
and packet forging tools such as Scapy [2]. While present-
ing no new measurement results, we present an approach for
running controlled experiments of path impairments in the
Internet, and offer PATHspider as a framework for doing so.
2. ARCHITECTURE
The PATHspider architecture has four components, illus-
trated in figure 1: the configurator, the workers, the observer
and the merger. Each component is implemented as one or
more threads, launched when PATHspider starts.
For each target hostname and/or address, with port num-
bers where appropriate, PATHspider enqueues a job, to be
distributed amongst the worker threads when available. Each
worker performs one connection with the “A” configuration
and one connection with the “B” configuration. The “A”
configuration will always be connected first and serves as
the base line measurement, followed by the “B” configura-
tion. This allows detection of hosts that do not respond
rather than failing as a result of using a particular trans-
port protocol or extension. These sockets remain open for a
post-connection operation.
Some transport options require a system-wide parameter
change, for example enabling ECN in the Linux kernel. This
requires locking and synchronisation. Using semaphores, the
configurator waits for each worker to complete an operation
and then changes the state to perform the next batch of
operations. This process cycles continually until no more
jobs remain. In a typical experiment, multiple workers (on
the order of hundreds) are active, since much of the time
in a connection test is spent waiting for an answer for the
target or a timeout to fire.
In addition, packets are separately captured for analy-
sis by the observer using Python bindings for libtrace [1].
First, the observer assigns each incoming packet to a flow
based on the source and destination addresses, as well as
the TCP, UDP or SCTP ports when available. The packet
and its associated flow are then passed to a function chain.
The functions in this chain may be simple functions, such
as counting the number of packets or octets seen for a flow,
or more complex functions, such as recording the state of
flags within packets and analysis based on previously ob-
served packets in the flow. For example, a function may
record both an ECN negotiation attempt and whether the
host successfully negotiated use of ECN.
A function may alert the observer that a flow should have
completed and that the flow information can be matched
with the corresponding job record and passed to the merger.
The merger extracts the fields needed for a particular mea-
surement campaign from the records produced by the worker
and the observer.
3. EXTENSIBILITY
PATHspider plugins are built by extending an abstract
class that implements the core behaviour, with functions for
the configurator, workers, observer, and matcher.
There are two configurator functions: config_zero and
config_one, run by the configurator to prepare for each at-
tempted connection mode. Where system-wide configura-
tion is not required, the configurator provides the semaphore-
based locking functions. This makes the workers aware of
the current configuration allowing the connection functions
to change based on the current configuration mode.
There are three connection functions: pre_connect, con-
nect and post_connect. connect is the only required func-
tion. The call to this function is synchronised by the config-
urator. The pre_connect and post_connect functions can
preconfigure state and perform actions with the connections
opened by the connect function without being synchronised
by the configurator. This can help to speed-up release of
the semaphores and complete jobs more efficiently. These
actions can also perform data gathering functions, for ex-
ample, a traceroute to the host being tested.
Plugins can implement arbitrary functions for the observer
function chain. These track the state of flows and build flow
records for different packet classes: The first chain handles
setup on the first packet of a new flow. Separate chains
chains for IP, TCP and UDP packets to allow different be-
haviours based on the IP version and transport protocol.
The final plugin function is the merger function. This
takes a job record from a worker and a flow record from the
observer and merges the records before passing the merged
record back to PATHspider.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented PATHspider, a new open-source tool
for controlled experiments of path transparency impairments.
PATHspider is a part of an emerging platform being built
within the EU H2020 MAMI project. It will feed its obser-
vations into a path transparency observatory for integrated
analysis, and future integration of mPlane [13] will allow
orchestration of large-scale, long-running observations.
By enabling larger-scale, more diverse measurements of
impairments to path transparency, we expect PATHspider
to help inform development of new protocol mechanisms and
protocols, and to reduce the burden of deploying them.
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